
What is Authentic? Differentiate Authentic, Real, Fake How
 

If you are a consumer, you must have seen the word Authentic on many different types of

products many times. 

 

And this is also the concern of many shoppers, not knowing which product to choose, which

is good quality or what is the price? 

 

So what does Authen mean? Why do people have to use authentic symbols on these types

of products? 

 

Now, thuybichvl will answer these questions to help you become smart consumers with smart

choices. 

 

Please refer to me. 

 

1. https://thuybich.com/authentic-la-gi IS THE AUTHENTIC MEANING? 

SYNOPSIS 

1. What is Authentic? 

What is 100% Authentic? 

2. Some other symbols on goods types 

2.1 What is a replica? 

2.2 What is a fake? 

2.3 Rows 2hand - what is secondhand? 

2.4 What is an authentic like? 

2.5 What is an auth row? 

2.6 What is the export goods? 

2.7 Made in Vietnam goods 

2.8 Made in China Goods = Chinese Goods (Did you mean poor quality goods?) 

2.9 What are Chinese exports? 

2.10 What is the Sample Item? 

2.11 What is a company product? 

2.12 Unauthorized = Unknown sources. 

2.13 What is a portable item? 

2.14 What is Unauthorized Authentic? 

3. Terms of quality: 

4. Popularity of Auth goods in Viet Nagfm 

Iphone 

cosmetic 

Football clothes, Sports accessories: 

5. Why should you use Authenic goods? 

Use genuine goods to get the maximum benefit of the product 

Using genuine goods means you respect the manufacturer 

Advice 

https://thuybich.com/authentic-la-gi


6. Value of Authentic goods 

The biggest value of Authentic goods is class. 

7. How to identify Authenic, Replica and Fake goods 

How to buy Authentic from abroad? 

Authentic goods in Vietnam are very expensive. 

Abroad, this concept is hardly considered as a word too strange? For both subjective and

objective reasons in Vietnam. Products from the mid-range segment and up, we often see

the so-called "auth goods". 

 

"What is authentic goods"? 

 

The word Authentic in English means: "Authentic", "Prove" the purpose of showing the

quality of a product. This adjective is also a strong guarantee for well-known brands around

the globe, because it is genuine products, strictly tested for quality through criteria of

copyright, design and materials. 

 

There are some typical faces for auth goods such as skillfully built such as: Channel, Gucci,

Dior, Lancome, Nike, Adidas, Jordan, Puma, D & G .... It seems to be a product that

represents the company, bringing its reputation to the competitive market. 

 

WHAT IS 100% AUTHENTIC? 

 

In other words, when seeing products with the words "Auth", "Authentic", we can understand

that this is a genuine product, a brand name, a high quality product, a genuine product or a

real player called a product. "Good". 

 

And it also distinguishes clearly with the goods with the symbols Fake, Super Fake, Fake1,

Fake2 ... when the market of counterfeit goods, fake goods has grown rapidly in the past 10

years. 

 

What is Authentic? Differentiate between Authentic, Real and Fake products 

 

Authentic goods will also originate primarily from foreign markets or in Vietnam. The goods

are extremely popular with consumers. 

 

Auth products are sometimes also known by other names such as real, original, genuine or

legit. 

 

2. SOME OTHER SYMBOLS ON GOODS TYPES 

2.1 WHAT ARE REPLICA GOODS? 

Rep is the abbreviation of Replica (Copy) is the word used to describe the products are

copied genuine in a meticulous and sophisticated way. 

 

The type of item is difficult to distinguish because in appearance, the detailed design of each



part is remade nearly the same as a good one. 

 

Replica goods are often similar to 90% Anthentic products, so the distinction is relatively

difficult for buyers. 

 

Pros: Rep has cheaper price, cheaper simulation with accuracy like Real products. 

 

Disadvantages: Material and durability are not equal to Anthentic products. It can be

distinguished if observed carefully. 

 

+ Quality scales for Replica goods. 

 

- A: The lowest quality scale, the product is poorly processed and has the cheapest price in

the Replica price range. 

 

- AAA: Higher quality than A but AAA products are still below average in the Replica

segment. 

 

- Perfect: Products using materials such as genuine goods, seam - stitches almost identical

to genuine goods. 

 

- Super Perfect: Perfect model is overcome some outstanding errors to help them "look" the

most genuine. 

 

- Super Max Perfect: Products with the highest quality and almost indistinguishable from

genuine goods, priced quite high but commensurate with the quality because Super Max

Perfect goods only appear in the high price and sophisticated models. . 

 

In addition, we will see some products for Replica 1: 1 ie Replica 1: 1 segment (1: 1 ratio

compared to genuine). This type of product is a high-class segment of Replica (copy),

because it is processed and used with high quality materials and the price is also higher than

regular replica products (without using genuine materials and technology). For example, a

pair of "Yeezy 350v2 CreamWhite" is compared between Real and Replica 1: 1. 

 

The term Replica or Rep 1: 1 is just a common name for high-quality fake goods. But there

are still some names about the factory or factory versions such as: H12, G5, OG, or most

famous are PK GOD products ... The above numbers are for processing and applying high-

quality materials. famous in China today. 

 

Derived from "Replica 1: 1" or "Like Authen", from a famous Chinese knock-off country.

Different factories will produce different quality, material and processing. The picture below

shows an example of a Replica shoes with high-end segment, like 95% from "form" to

material, if not copied to 99%. 

 



So should I buy a Replica? 

 

The answer depends on each person! 

 

Choosing for personal economy: Low cost products are always the optimal choice for the

majority of the masses. So the items "Replica" or "like Authen" are a reasonable choice when

there are more economical prices, easy to follow the trend, diverse styles in the society are

growing rapidly today. 

 

However, if the economy is naturally abundant we can choose the product we like. 

 

Note: Some genuine products need to be verified, high-end replica is often mixed easily, it

will be difficult to distinguish. 

 

2.2 WHAT IS FAKE GOODS 

The word "fake" in English means "fake". And in business, products labeled as "Phap" are

products that are replicas of famous brands. 

 

With similar design and almost identical to genuine goods. However, the material used to

make the product is quite bad, does not guarantee the durability of the product and is often

sold at a much lower price than the real product. 

 

Fake goods are also divided into several levels: from what is f1, Fake 2, Fake 2…. Each 1

level corresponds to different quality and price is also different. 

 

Super Fake goods will have the highest price, next turn is Fake1> Fake2> Fake3. 

 

- What is SuperFake: Super fake or also known as high-end fake goods are goods that are

relatively well simulated in appearance. But it still has certain differences with the real thing

that the customer may notice. 

 

- What is type 1 fake goods: F1 fake goods or type 1 fake products are product lines with

lower quality and sophistication than rep and super fake goods. Fake F1 products are often

wrong in size, design, color, ... but still similar in certain points. 

 

- What is fake 2: The difference between the fake F2 and the real one can be easily identified

without looking too closely. The sophistication and sophistication of the product is gone,

replaced by poor quality seams. In addition to fake type 2 goods, you can also see products

of type 3, type 4, ... with inferior quality. 

 

2.3 WHAT IS 2HAND - SECONDHAND? 

This can be fake or genuine goods that have been bought and worn by the owners of this

outfit before, but due to the need to exchange, resell, the price of these items is also

acceptable. 



 

2.4 WHAT ARE AUTHENTIC LIKE PRODUCTS? 

Like auth goods, also known as luxury goods, are considered the most advanced Fake

goods in all non-genuine goods. With materials and designs that are 99% similar to genuine

products, distinguishing this type of product requires consumers to have a great

understanding of the product as well as a truly refined eye. 

 

2.5 WHAT IS AUTHORIZED AUTHORITY? 

In fact, it is still genuine, in the production process, there is a small number of marks, cut

threads, but the material or style is still 100% genuine, the price will be lower than authentic

imported and exported goods. Another way of selling auth goods is to steal goods, get out of

the country, cheaper prices due to not having to pay taxes or other expenses, on the market

today there are quite a lot of places selling auth goods (mostly individuals because This is a

violation of the law). 

 

2.6 WHAT ARE VNXK PRODUCTS? 

Vietnam's export goods (surplus goods), or Vietnam exported goods are genuine brands of

foreign companies that place the processing in Vietnam and must export 100% to foreign

markets which are not allowed to be consumed in Vietnam. . 

 

For example, VNXK shoes (Nike, Adidas, Sketcher ...) are genuine Vietnamese export goods

(Authentic) but are marketed in an unorthodox way, these unorthodox ways can be slipped

(sneakily brought out) via a certain line, sneak production or outsourced (surplus goods)

based on excess materials. 

 

However, the price is much cheaper than normal. This type of product usually does not come

with bags, containers or accessories but only shoes. - Advantages: Very affordable price -

Disadvantages: Unorthodox, does not guarantee quality, 

 

2.7 MADE IN VIETNAM PRODUCTS 

Made in Vietnam is like a VNKK product that is legally produced and distributed in Vietnam.

Advantages: Ethnicity (made by Vietnamese people), quality assurance, orthodoxy. -

Disadvantages: Price is higher than export goods. 

 

2.8 MADE IN CHINA GOODS = SHIP (ITEMS THAT QUALITY DUAL GOODS?) 

Made in China, or PRODUCTS MADE IN CHINA, are manufactured by a processing

company in CHINA (similar to MADE IN VIETNAM made in Vietnam). Technical

specifications, quality, genuine, are guaranteed, simply made in CHINA, does not mean that

this product is a poor quality product, even better than Vietnamese products. because the

technology and industrial manners of Chinese people are higher than Vietnamese people,

don't listen to the propaganda of unhealthy competition style but underestimate the quality of

SHIP. 

 

2.9 WHAT ARE CHINESE FOR EXPORT? 



This item is imported from many quality shops from small to large scale in China, then

brought to Vietnam and sold at cheaper prices. 

 

2.10 WHAT IS SAMPLE GOODS? 

Sample = sample goods = not for sale (not for sale). 

 

Probably somewhere before, you have a glimpse of some products labeled "SAMPLE - Not

for sale" displayed on trial shelves, especially cosmetic products, then it is a product to try. 

 

The sample is basically still genuine because it is still represented by the company's

representative in accordance with the official quality standards and materials. hang-sample 

 

The origin of SAMPLE products is that before being put into the mass production line, the

company will produce the sample shipments and give testers (test users) to test, on average,

each sample has a few dozen testers. , try shoes in all weather conditions ... on average

every 3 ~ 4 weeks is to send the return sample with comments to the company. 

 

Each sample takes about 6 ~ 8 months. After each comment is sent, the company will make

modifications to the next SAMPLE form. When finished, put into mass production. 

 

However, the main reason for testing or display is that the sample can be cut down on some

production steps during production to cut costs. 

 

You often see that cosmetic products will not be wrapped in containers (generally the shell)

looks as good as the products you have to spend money to buy. 

 

2.11 WHAT ARE COMPANY GOODS? 

The concept of a company's product can be understood as a product guaranteed by a

domestic company and responsible for importing goods from foreign countries to Vietnam or

associating production with other countries to create appropriate designed products. trends,

good quality products, domestic competition. Company products are distributed by domestic

companies through shops, supermarkets, shopping centers. 

 

The company generally assesses its quality depending on the distributor of that product, they

are a large, reputable and reliable enterprise to ensure the quality of your product. 

 

2.12 UNAUTHORIZED = WITHOUT ORIGINAL SOURCE. 

Unauthorized is a phrase of shoes of unknown origin, which can be considered as "Vietnam's

export goods" but of Western countries. But these "unauthorized" couples do not know if they

are genuine or not, but most of them have other details about their appearance compared to

genuine products, although the price is cheaper, but in terms of quality, it may be impossible.

guaranteed. 

 

2.13 WHAT ARE GLOVES? 



Carry-on baggage is now a term used to refer to products that international travelers take

home, which can be roughly interpreted as imported, but not mainstream. 

 

Most portable products are new products, which means they are of equal or sometimes

better quality than domestic products. 

 

The only difference is that it is sold in another country and brought to Vietnam by someone to

do business. Typically, notebooks are cheaper than genuine goods. 

 

The level of difference still depends, but there are many less. Basically because notebooks

don't have to pay as much tax as genuine goods, the price is cheaper. 

 

However, not without weaknesses with every laptop. Usually, it is difficult to determine the

quality of hand-carry items. 

 

You can buy fake goods, poor quality goods, used goods and then sold…. take refuge in the

name of portable goods. 

 

The only solution to this problem is that you need to have a reputable place to buy, a place to

sell notebooks at a good price that you can rely on and you must perform the basic testing

steps directly. when buying. 

 

In addition, the laptop is not under genuine warranty. When your shoes are damaged, you

will return them to where you bought them, which will take your shoes back to the store for

warranty and then return them to you. 

 

2.14 WHAT IS UNAUTHORIZED AUTHENTIC? 

U.A means Unauthorized Authentic, U.A's products are products made by the same factory,

the same workers, the same materials of famous products of Nike, Adidas but not signed

with these brands. The perfection of Unauthorized Authentic is higher than that of replica

goods and it is difficult to distinguish genuine goods from Unauthorized Authentic. That

makes the difference of U.A compared to other stores. 

 

4. COMMON LEVEL OF AUTH PRODUCTS IN VIETNAGES 

In Vietnam, items like phones or cosmetics, users prefer genuine (Authentic) goods over

Fake goods, but with items such as clothes, waist bags (belonging to male accessories),

users Prefer Fake products a lot more. 

 

Why is that so, let us analyze further to see this problem: 

 

IPHONE 

What is Authentic? Differentiate between Authentic, Real and Fake products 

 

Authentic products: very high prices on the market, stable use of functions and very long



damage unless users are not careful. 

Fake products (also known as Chinese goods): looks exactly the same, even when just held,

the touch is very smooth, the price is extremely cheap, but spending in a short time will

generate a lot of errors such as damage applications, quickly running out of battery or even

being unusable, catching wifi poorly, etc. generally cannot be used. 

COSMETIC 

What is Authentic? Differentiate between Authentic, Real and Fake products 

 

Authentic products: spend well, effectively as advertised, most have no side effects 

Fake products: poor quality, unknown origin, ineffective but can also affect health, "loss of

money". 

FOOTBALL CLOTHING AND SPORTS ACCESSORIES: 

What is Authentic? Differentiate between Authentic, Real and Fake products 

 

Authentic products: branded "genuine", high quality, high price, beautiful. 

Super Fake: identical genuine, high quality not inferior, price is only 1/10 and also very

beautiful. 

5. WHY SHOULD YOU USE AUTHENIC GOODS? 

USING GENUINE ACHIEVING THE MAXIMUM BENEFITS THAT THE PRODUCTS ARE

BACK 

When using auth goods, you will satisfy your own fashion needs, experience the comfort of

materials or simply enjoy the luxurious and noble feeling that the product brings. Besides,

when shopping for a genuine product, you always get warranty from the manufacturer. 

 

GENUINE USING MEANING YOU ARE RESPECTING MANUFACTURER 

To market a high-end product, these products have to go through a lot of "processing" from

researching fashion trends, to selecting materials, designing products to promoting them.

Broadcast to users. 

 

An auth product you have in your hand is the effort of a team of employees behind, so using

genuine goods means that you are respectful and supportive of the people who work for this

brand. 

 

Using replica or fake goods means you are helping the people who "steal" the brain. You

should remember that if the consumer has no demand, it will not produce suppliers. So if you

say no to plagiarism products then the number of these products on the market will surely

decrease. 

 

ADVICE 

As a fashion enthusiast, we always have our own list of dream items, but not so we have to

choose plagiarism products from them (not to mention sometimes. familiar people use brand

name "catch" to use the map. 

 

However, not everyone is eligible to own expensive Auth items. Therefore, the choice of Rep



or Fake Goods is also a smart choice to fit your pocketbook. We do not recommend these.

But it is your choice to use it. 

 

Above is the knowledge about What is Auth Goods? Distinguish between Auth Goods,

Replica Goods and Fake Goods for your reference. If you find it useful, please share it with

your friends. 

 

6. VALUE OF AUTHENTIC GOODS 

What is Authentic? Differentiate between Authentic, Real and Fake products 

 

Authentic goods are often designed, sophisticated, meticulous, beautiful, firm, durable and of

high economic value. This has created the level of product. 

Currently, only high-income, famous people have the habit of using Authentic products. 

However, it is worth noting that with Authentic products, there is no boundary separating

whether a product is famous and classy because of why or why a brand needs brand

products to become class and famous. 

THE BIGGEST VALUES OF AUTHENTIC GOODS ARE SUPPLY. 

It seems that owning these products, you have raised yourself to a new level, only through

that product do they understand you have a high income, sophisticated and stylish

aesthetics, a lot of people respect and admire. . 

More specifically, with products that are produced in limited quantities, Authentic products

are a desire and dream of many fashion followers. 

Sometimes Authentic products put you in adversity, and money can't be bought. 

Many famous stars have to register every year, even a few years to own their products and if

you want to shorten the waiting time, you need to spend some more money, maybe near.

equal to the value of the product you are about to buy. 

7. HOW TO RECEIVE AUTHENIC, REPLICA AND FAKE PRODUCTS 

What is Authentic? Differentiate between Authentic, Real and Fake products 

 

The line between Authentic, Replica and Fake goods is often quite fragile and sometimes

you cannot even distinguish between genuine and fake goods. 

 

Currently, counterfeit goods have been invested, much more sophisticated than before, so

that consumers are more difficult to distinguish types of goods. Here are some ways to

identify and distinguish Authentic, Replica and Fake goods. 

 

So, what is the authentic standard? 

 

Authentic products are genuine, genuine goods and these types of goods are always

guaranteed for quality, style, sophisticated design, branding of the company, full patent

papers, warranty . You can check the goods car, the product is Authentic by not looking at

the material, logo and product design, ... In addition, Fake products are usually products sold

at a higher price. 

 



Replica goods, also known as replicas, are types of goods, products with the same design,

material style and color as compared to authentic Authentic products. Distinguishing Replica

and Authentic goods is difficult, but if you pay close attention, you will find that the material

and durability of Replica products are not equal to genuine products, mass production,

cheaper prices. 

 

Fake products are a type of goods that are made based on genuine products, but Fake

products are not the same as real products from designs, colors to materials, ... This leads to

relatively low product quality. , poor durability and the price of the product is also much

cheaper than genuine products. 

 

HOW TO BUY AUTHENTIC GOODS FROM ABROAD? 

Currently on the market there are many items of different origins, at the same time, with the

sophistication of the fake product making shopping for Authentic goods of consumers

becomes more difficult. Not to mention for those inexperienced, it is very possible to buy poor

quality goods, Fake goods but are labeled as quality goods, Authentic goods. 

 

So how to buy genuine goods that guarantee? One of the most chosen forms is buying

goods through famous foreign e-commerce sites such as Amazon, eBay, etc.The products

on sale at these websites are guaranteed to be genuine and quality. and the best price. 

 

However, the direct purchase at these websites makes Vietnamese consumers face many

difficulties, especially in payment and shipping orders to Vietnam. Understanding these

difficulties, Pakago has launched an ordering service, buying goods for households on the

world's largest e-commerce websites to ensure the prestige, quality and extremely favorable

product prices. 

 

With many years of experience and professional work, Pakago will definitely help customers

easily find and choose the products that they want to buy. Fast transit time, timely response

to all customer needs, reasonable price, competition that not everywhere is available. 

 

Choosing for themselves quality products, genuine goods is what can ensure the value of

goods as well as safety for consumers when using the product. 

 

AUTHENTIC PRODUCTS IN VIETNAM VERY EXPENSIVE. 

Each company has its own strict process, so the genuine product - Authentic product of each

product is a huge investment, which makes the genuine products of each company are very

expensive. It is a lot more expensive when it comes to Vietnam - we are subject to high

import taxes on luxury goods (not to mention the fees and profits of each Store to make them

profitable). 

 

What is Authentic? Differentiate between Authentic, Real and Fake products 

 

To put it simply: Authentic product - it is genuine. So, when I mention the term Auth goods, or



Auth goods bags, you understand that it is aforementioned type of product. 

 

Through this article, hopefully you can distinguish what is auth, you can confidently explain to

your customers to better understand your products. 

 

frequently asked Questions 

People also ask 

Authentic and Counterfeit Goods? 

As an adjective, the difference between authenticity and the original is that the authentic has

the same origin as stated; genuine while the original is (label) related to the origin or

beginning; ahead of all others. 

What does authenticity mean? 

The definition of authenticity refers to the proven fact that something is legal or real. If no one

wonders the fact that the table was made in the 14th century because experts determined it

was, that's an example of its authenticity. Definitions and examples of using YourDixi. 

What Does Product Authentication Mean? 

Validation is a measure of "meaningful, meaningful and meaningful intellectual achievement",

as opposed to standardized multiple choice tests. ... Validation assessments tend to focus on

contextual tasks, allowing students to demonstrate their competence in a more 'authentic'

environment. 

Is Authenticated Goods Authentic? 

Authentic adjectives describe something that is real or genuine and is not fake. Be careful

when you are buying jewelry or watches. If you're going to buy a diamond ring, you want a

genuine diamond, not glass. That would be true glass but it was a fake diamond! 

Is Authentic Goods Better Than Replica Goods? 

On the authentic version, the logo is screen printed, while the copy has embroidery. The

interwoven fabric also varies, with authentic shirts boasting an adizero ad, while replicas are

highly climbing. Adizero knitting is thinner and more breathable than climacool. 

People Also Looking 

What is auth like product? 

Genuine auth goods? 

Auth and real products? 

Authentic source? 

What is super products? 

What is an auth row? 

What are rep 1.1 shoes? 

Authentic male goods?


